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Introduction 

In recent years the (p,n) reactions at intermediate proton ener
gies ( E,..;=' 100 MeV )turred out to be fruitful for the -study of char
ge-exchange excitations in nuc~ei, especially the spin-flip ones. 
Thus a new class of giant charge-exchange resonances has been dis
covered~in particular, the Gamow-Teller resonance (GTR)' in a wide 
range of nuclei (see,e.g"refs.1-4/) has been inveatigated. A reli 
able evidence was obtained for the quenching of the integral strentth 

Jv 

~ 
of low energy spin-isospin transitions with a emall transferred mo
mentum cp. 

The discussion of the physical nature of this effect aroae the 
question about the influence of non-nucleon degrees of fresdom (ba
ryon resonances 51), meaonic exchange currenta and multipair exci
tationa6,7/. Unfortunately, quantitative estimates of the conttibu
tiona of these mechanismsto the quenching of spin-isospin transiti 
ono are so far uncertain • 

. On tha other hand, quantitative estimates on tue quenching 
effeot in the continuollB spectrum region cannot unumbiguously be ob
tained only from the experimental data on the inclusive neutron ener. 
gy spectra since there are no criteria of extracting in a model 1n
dependent way ttie contribution of excitation of a certain multi 
polarity from the others (to separate the reaonance from the back
ground). During the last five years the quenching effect bae cban
ged almost by a factor of two (from ~ 30% of the sum rule 3 (N~Z) 

in the early papers l - 3/up to 50-65% in the last on~s4,8/). Thie ia 
due to the progress in microscopic calculationa in the framework of 
the distorted wave impulse approximation (DWIA) and to the develop
ment of the model for calculating the backgroun~ in the GTR region. 
The first qualitative eatimatea were performed for 48Ca and 90 Zr in 
papers91 where the "background" was related to the particle-hole 
transitiona with L> O though without taking into account'the effec
tive interactiona. A further development of this model ia preaented 
for 90zr in ref •101. Calculationa wi th the effective Skyrme interac
tions have recently been performeà for 90 Zr in ref. 11/ • We have de

.11	 veloped a microscopic model for calculating the neutron energy spect
ra in the framework of DWIA and uaing the theory of tha finita Permi
ayotem (TFFS). The detaila of thio approach arepresented in refs. 12, 

131 In the present paper we deacribe the resulta of calculations 

for the 20Spb (p,n) 208Bi reaction at Eo~ 200 MeV. . .~~-----
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The outline of calculations 

A microscopic calculation of the neutron apectra is based on 
the following assumptions: 

1) The reaction cross section at relatively emall excitation 
enercies of a target nucleus (Ex ~ E /2 ) is mainly determined by 
the one-step direct mechanism14/ and fherefore it can be describe'd 
in the framework of D~IA; 

2) ~s an interaction of the incident outgoing nucleon with 
nucleons of the target-nucleus one uses the free NN t-matríx pa
rametrized in a simple form (the sum of Yukawa potentials with diffe
rent radii ) wi th the parameters taken from the fi tt1ng of experimen
tal data on NN scattering amplitude15/. The spin-orbital and tensor 
components of the t-matrix are neglected since we are interested in 
the scattering at small angles where the contribution of these com
ponents to the total cross section is small. This is supported by 
the calculations with pure ph-configurations3,13/. The neutron 

knock-Dn .exchange channel ia taken into account in the'~aeudopoten
tial" approximation.16/; 

3) The contributions of alI particle-hole transitiona with the
 
orbi tal momentum transfer O ~ L ~ 3 and spin S = O and 1
 

ii
(:f = O~ s; O; .c, '''/ '1-) are taken into accoun t , The calculations 
performed in ref. 13/ have shown that the differential cross sec
tiona for higher muLtipolari t ies ( L.>.3 ) are negligibly amall 
especially at amall angles. The bound statea and resonances were 
eliminated in the atrength functions calculated for the aimple 
charg~exchange multipole fields of the type 11/ 

v: o S = [ (2 L + f) /.' / ~ /., ] d~ ('t '"C) [ (J'; YL., ] J ?:_ 
JL .... + / (1 ) 

where ~ is the transferred momentum. The RPA transition denaitiea 
refs. 12,13,1 7/)for each atate (for the details see were uaed to 

calculate differential cross aectiona. In the continuum region the 
tranaition densitiea contain the total multipole strength in the 
vicinity of the separated resonance (or for the given energy inter
vaI) that allowB one to include the contributions from nonreaonance 
excitationa to the reaction croas aection. Thua, the complete mul
tipole atrength (aum rure) waa practically exhauated in our calcu
la,tiona. 

4) Neutron apectra for a given angle e were found by aumming 
alI th~ calculated differential croaa aectiona folded with the Brei~
Wigner diatributiona to aimulate the apreading widtha. 

2 

The atructure calculationa within the TFFS haa been discussed 
in refs. 12,13f 11/. We shall emphasíze here only some apecffic featu
res. 

The atrength functions (and transition denaities) were calcula
ted with ~ complete partiele-hole baaia including the continuoua 
apectrum; thie allowa one to obtain the transition atrength diatri 
butions over a wide excitation ~nergy interval and to describe cor
rectly the sum rules. In the spin-isospin channel (that dominates 
in the reaction conaidered) the TFFS interaction was used, that in
volves both the short-range repulaion with the Landau-Miedal para
meter g~1.1 (G~ =330 MeV fm3) and the one-pion attraction amplitu
de. The latter ia renormalized by the factor (e; [(5''[;])R. and con
tains the contribution of the ~ -isobar-hole virtual excitations 
to the pion self-energy. The factor e;r[~~J ia aasumed to be equal 
to the local charge e'l [õ-r] of quasiparticles wi th respect to the 
externaI ~~ -field. In the approximations employed the (p,n) 
reaction ia considered as a result of action on tBrbet of the exter
naI field obtained by folding the t-matrix with the diatorted wavea. 
Accordinc; to TFFS the . 6' 'l: part of this field ehould be mul, tiplied 
by the local charge e" [<S"l: ] • This leads to the decreaae in eroas 
sectiona for the spin-flip transitiona due to the factor e1~[~J 
The main goal of the preaent pap~r ia tb elucidate how the neutron 
apectra at amall aneles will be reproduced by taking account of 
this factor and whether it corresponda to the earlier estimates18/. 

In the isovector ?;;"C / channel for the structure calculations of 
natural parity excitations we use the effective density dependent 
NN interaction satiafying the conaiatency condition between the 
iaovector mean field potential and the isovector denaity. No renor
malization of the t-matrix in this channel waa introduced since the 
relevant local charge of quasiparticles equala unity which resulta 
from the conservation lawa 18/. Distorted wavea necessar,y for the 
calculation were generated in the optical potentiBl whose parameters 

19/.were taken from rer. 

Results and discussion 
The calculations were performed using the aingle-particle Saxon

~00d8 potential with the parameters chosen ao as to describe the ex
Iq perimental single-particle energies and rma radii known for 

208pb17/. The strength functions of charge-exchange excitations in 
this nucleua by the fields (1) have been presented in refa. 11/. The 
total set of bound and reeonance atates were eliminated from strength 
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Tab1e 1. Bound and resonance stetes in 208Bi inc1uded into ca1cu1ation 
Df the differentia1 croas sections and neutron energy spectra for the 
(p,n) reaction at Ep=200MeV. Transition matrix e1ements ft1o~ are ca1

S
cu1ated for the externaI fie1ds V~s =' rL.[6' x VJJ-c.With t2 [ u T:] =1.. 
whi1e in ca1cu1ating c{ü/Clfl e9 [6'1:] =0.8 was us ed , 9

W M~ a« /dJL (mb/ar)'J( ) R PJ" /4

J (1-1 S (MeV) (fm !2.. LJ ) e= oo 2. 5o 4.5o
 
)+ (21 ) » 

4.59 2 10- 0.1) 0.10 0.11 
)+ 2(21 ) 5.17 1.1 10 0.07 0.05 0.06 
1+ (01 ) 5.40 5.10-2 0.96 0.60 0.21
 
)+ (21) 2
5.49 2.4 10 0.15 0.11 0.1)
 
)+ (21) 5.96 6.) 10 1 0.05 0.04 0.04
 
2 1(11 ) 6.05 1.3 10 0.)1 1.22 1.67
 
1+ (01) 6.08 ).) 10-) 0.16 0.01 0.01
 
1+ (01 ) 7.02 2.5 10-2 0.60 0.40 0.20
 
)+ . 2(21 ) 7.50 7.3 10 0.46 0.)4 0.)8
1+ (01) 7.52 2.7 10-2 0.66 0.41 0.21
 
)+ 2
(21) 8.20 6.4 10 0.38 0.27 0.31
 
)'"
 (21 ) 9.05 6 102 0.)8 0.26 0.29
 
)+
 (21 ) ~.85 6 102 0.40 0.28 0.)0
1+ (01) 11.0 0.64 16.5 7.9 ).0 
2+ (21 ) 14.2 144 103 0.)9 0.32 0.63
 
)+
 (21 ) 15.0 3.2 lO) 2.4) 1.60 1.60 
2 01 ) 18.0 3.3 105 0.02 0.67 1.50 
0+ .(00 ) 18.8 3.18 18.1 12.8 5.95
 
1+
 (01) 19.2 5.87 171.6 114.4 40.4 
2 (11 ) 20.6 3.2 102 0.72 20.0 )2.8
1+ (01 ) 22.1 0.9 18.2 12.4 5.1 
2 2(11 ) 23.2 2.8 10 4.67 21.9 )).5
1+ (01) 24.1 0.6 11.0 7.5 3.2 
)+ (21 ) 25.2 2.7 104 14.6 11.1 12.0 
l  2(la) 25.6 ).5 10 4.85 4.79 11.4 
o (11 ) 228.0 1.3 10 2.29 8.44 12.7 
4 01 ) 6 ' 

28.5 1.7 lO 0.26 0.)4 0.45 
1 (11) 228.7 3.4 10 13.) 29.3 38.2 
1+ (01 ) 30.2 0.8 11.0 8.1 4.1 
3 01) 33.5 8 105 0.11 0.11 0.15 

(21 )1+ 
35.2 1.2 104 3.34 4.08 6.09 

2+ "(21) )5.5 1.5 104 5.15 5.71 7.81 ...) 

~ = 30).2 275.6 224.5 

'functions and used for constructing neutron spectra in the excitation 
energy region Ex ~ 30 MeV is shown in tab1e 1. Each state is spe
cified by the total momerrtum and parity J7í and the asymptotic 
quantum number,(LS). The excitation energies WR. are given wi th 
respect to the ground state of 208 pb and thus coincide w~th -Q 
for the (p,n) r-e ac t í.on í í,n 208Bi Ex ~ w'R - ).65 MeV). The tab1e 
presents the matrix e1ements of charge-exchange transitions ae we11 
ae the differentia1 cross sections of the (p,n) reaction at 
Ep =200 MeV. The 1ist of discrete states (in the region ofWp..e.7.5 
MeV), given in tab1e 1, ine1udes on1y those excitations that bive 
more or 1ess noticeab1e contribution to the reaction cross eection 
at sma11 ang1es. AlI the remaining etates may form a very'weak 
background in the low-energy region. 

One ean easi1y eee from tao1e 1 that the total strength of the 
Gamow - Te11er tranaitions in the considered region is z:. 11r;~ 
:F-4iíZ Mo~ Ç:: f{~ ) i.e.,~ 85% of the eum ru1e 3(N-Z) ie exhaueted. 
As has been ehown in ref. 1) / the etrength function of these 
traneitione hae a amooth1y decreasing behaviour sbove the en~rt~ 

úJ ~ 40 MeV. This imp1ias that the misêed traneition strength 
is distributed in a etructure1ees way in the neutron epectra above 
- q ,;;:; 40 MeV. 

The structure ca1cu1ations have shown that ~ 91% of the sum 

ru1e (N-Z) for the Fermi transitions is exhausted by the ieobarie 
, :z !J

• ana.Iog O'" etate (IAS) for whieh MF,/aM"q ~ 40. An essentia1 eon
centration of tranaition etrength in one resonance is aIso typica1 
for the 0- and 1- excitaticns whereas the apin-dipo1e 2- tranei
tion strength ia considerab1y fragmented. The fragmentation increa
ses with mu1tipolarity, w~ieh ia clearly seen eepecia11y for 3+ 
excitations. 

In the previous section we have ,mentioned that according to the 
TFFS alI the irreducib1e axia1-vector vertices in the nuclear matter 
should be renorma1ized. In our ca1cu1ations aueh a renorma1izatl~n 

was performed by mu1tip1ylng alI spin-isoepin componente of th~j 

t-matrlx by the va1ue of the quasipartic1e local charge ~ [ü't'.J • 
In the caae of anoma1oua parity excatatione this' correeponda to the 
mul tip1ication of dó /d..n by the factor e/I.[r:n::] • For natural 
parity excita~iona renorma1ization ia made on1y for thecontribution 
of spin-f1ip components of transition denaitlea. However, at ener
giee Ep ~ 100 HeV' .Ln the direct processes the spin-f1ip tran,

15/.sitiona do~inate in comparison with the non-spin-f1ip ones
This ia confirmed by the resu1ts ehown'in Tab1e 1 where the ~pin-
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also refs. 12,131).flip transitions obviously dominate (aee Thus in 
2constructing neutron spectra the factor e is practically tbe fittingq 

parameter whose value is chosen from the best fit of the 10w-enerLY 
part of the spectrum a t sma Ll angLea , For 90 Zr the value efl6''l:j =-0. 8 
has earlier been found in ref. 13/. The preliminary results for 
20Spb Li~en in that paper have been obtained with the same value of 
eq [cr-r] but nerLe c t í.nr, the contribution from most of the 'bound 1+ 
and 3+ states listed in Table 1)a8 well as 1+ resonances above the ~ 
GTR (19.2 MeV). As a result, in the low-energy part the intecral kl 
cross sections were ~ 15% smaller than the experimental ones. In 

c 

the present paper this shortcominL was rerooved and the contribution 
of almos t a Ll, transi tions wi th O:!s L ~ 3 vraa taken into accoun t , 

~I
 Fig.1
I 
Comparison of the calcula
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The neutron spectra ehown in figs. 1 and 2 as continuous diat
ribution~ were obtained from the data of Teble 1 by foldinb with 
the Breit-WiGQer functions. The width parameter for discrete states 
was chosen equal to r = 1.2 MeV which approximately corresponda 
to thê experiment?l energy résolution in ref. 3/. In the continuous ~ 

ces the spreading width varied so as to reproduce the shape of the 
spectrum observed in the low-energy rei.,ion - q ~ 25 MeV. As a 

result, we used t~e values r = 2.0 MeV for the resonances with 
W/?. 6. 10 MeV; 2.5 MeV in the reLion of WR.::- 15 MeV; 5.5 MeV 

for the subsequent resonances up to úl~ ~ 21 MeV and 8-10 MeV 
for the high-lying resonan~eB. Thus some effecta of multipair ex
citations were imitated that led to a natural width of resonances 
(see, e.g., the pape r by Kuzmin and Soloviev6/ ) . The effects of ten
sor correlations (see, e.g., the paper by Bertsch and Hamamoto in 
re r , 61) leading to transfer of the Gamow - Teller strencth into the 
en~r~ region Ex ~ Ep as well as the effects of meson exchange 
currents and the coupling of GTR with excitationa of the type of 

6. -isobar-nucleon hole (E X ç:; 3UO MeV) are included into the 

local char.ge ~ [ô'TJ in our approach. 

25 
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The compariaon of the resulta of celculations with the experi
mental spectra in figa. 1 and 2 gives for 208pb the value eq ~ 0.8 
as for 90Zr • This implies that the integral strength of the low
enercy splin-flip transitiona with a small momentum transfer exha
usts not more than 64% of the ahell model Sllm rule (quenchinL effect~ 

-Q(p,n)(MeV) 

apectrum regíon for,the IAS r =1.4 Mel[ and for the other resonan- In f~ct, this ia an upper limit value obtained under a natural con
dition of abaence of any unknown background (e.g., connected with 
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multi-step processes) in the low-energy region of experimental 

spectra. 
Now we analyse the results shown in figs. 1 and 2, in p~rti-

cular, the partial contributions of different multipolarities. It 
is seen that the contribution of the Gamow~Teller transitions (1+) 
dominates at small angles and the background under the GTR (the 
curve ~ > O) is small. Quantitative integral estimates of contri 
butions to the cross sections of different multipolarities and the 
experimental data for two regions of the neutron energy spectrum 
are presented in table 2. It turned out that the background of 
excitations with L > O under the GTR at e~ O~ ~oes no~ exceed 10% 
of the total cross section. However, the backround. increases ra
pidly with e ,the main contribution coming from the spin-dipole 

0
transitions ( L;1 ) that already at e =2.5 form in the spectrum 

a well pronounced resonance in the region 20 :6 -~ ~ 30 MeV. 

Table 2. Intebrated cross sections for the reaction 208 pb (p,n)
/ 31 ~~ E = 200 MeV. Experimental data taken from ref. (esti 

p
mated from spectra, for which we are grateful do Dr.C.Gaarde). 

() ~ -t1(f'ln)~ 40 MeVO ~ -fl(~n) ~ 25 MeV<5 
(mbfsr) e;: 00 2,50 00 2.50 

Cí .(0+) 17.0 12.0 17.7 12.5 

107.0 206.7 136.9C5 <'.1.+) 164.3 
21.3 71.9C5 (L=l) 7.2 34.2 

91.4
Õ (L>O) 17.8 42.} 44.3 

240.8199.1 161,3 268.7 
~ total
 

f:,:' 210 ç:. 185 ~ 300 ~300
 
C5 exp , 

The total integral CTOSS sectiona, aa ia seen from Table 2, 
are in good agreement with experimental data in the region -~ ftS 
25 MeV (õsving in mind a 5-10% accuracy of measurements) whereas 
higher in energy a deficit ia gradually being accumulated. ,It ia 
partially connected with the ~moothing of the spectrum that leads 
to the tranafe~ of the transition at réng'th into the region - g7 ,> 

4~MeV (almoat 10% of the total integral cross aection). The com
penaatibn of thia transfer could ariee" by taking account of the 
contributions from excitations in th1s energy region. Another 
reason ia the attenuation of strength of the spin-flip transitions 
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(factor er 
~ 
[õr] ). However, we do not know the energy region where 

the missed strength is distributed. In particular, with inclusion of 
tensor correlations the mechanism of (2p-2h) admixtures may rather 
uniformly distribute a conaiderable part of the GT-strength far 
above the GTR6/• This mechanism might enrich the high-energy part 
of the spectrum and it is thought to be most probable due to a 
large density of (2p-2h) excitationa. 

Conclusion 

The present analysis has shown that a simple mi~roscopic model 
of nuclear structure and the (p,n) reaction mechanism at intermedi
ate proton energies provides a quantitative description of the 
neutron inclusive spectra at small angles in the excitation ener[y 
reeion including GTR (O ~ - (( ~ 30 MeV). At e=- 0° in a11 the 
nuclei from 48Ca to 208pb the background from multipole excitationa 
ia amall, which enablss one to obtain 9 quantitative estimate for 
the attenuation factor of the integral strength of spin-flip tran
sitions ~ 0.64. In the case of the Gamow-Teller transitions 
(L:.:O, Cj ~ O ) this attenuation can be thought of as the renormaliza
tion of the constant of the weak axial-vector coupling fiA..... er[IS'C'] ~ 

~ GA ~ i . Analogous quantitative conclusions have recently 
been made whi~e analysing J3 -transitions in some nuclear regions 
20-23/ . The constant of the ~ NN interaction is also renormali

zed in the matter 8lfNN~ ~[(yrJgJiN/I/= fiTNN- The renormalization of 
both the constants is found to be important in evaluating of auch 
effects as)e.g.Jthe contribution of the pion mechanism to the 
EMC_effect24-26/. 

lt Bhou~d be noted that the local charge of quasiparticles 
er [csr] enters into the M1 trans! t í.on probabili ties for 1+ states 
and their excitation cross sections in the (p,p') reaction. It 
has been shown in refB. 27, 281 that ita inclusion leeds to an agree
ment of calculations with the experimental data in 48Ca, 90Zr and 
208 pb• 
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fapeeB ~.A. H AP· 
Hccne,D,oBaHue cneKTpa Hei'ITPOHOB B peaKu;HH 
208Pb (p, n) 208 Bi npH E P =~ 200 M3B 

E4-86-86 

Tipe,D,CTaBneHbl MHKpOCKOnH'leCKHe paC'!eTbl cneKTpa HeHTpOHOB 
B peaKIJ;HH 2° 8 Pb (p, n) 208 Bi npH Ep = 200 M3B Ha MaJlb~ yrnax. 
TioKa3aHa npU!>!eHHMOCTb HMnynbCHOro npH6nHJKeHIUI MeTO,D,a HCKalKeH
Hb!X BOJlH H CTPYKTypHb!X npep;cTaBJleHHH TeOpHH KOHe'!Hb~ ¢epMH
CHCTe~ ~nH OnHCaHHH 06JlaCTH HH3K03HepreTH'leCKHX B036YJK,D,eHHH 
0 ;:. -Q /c~ 30 M3B c MaJlOH nepe,D,atieH HMnyJlbCa. Ilony'leHa KOflH'lecT
BeHHaH OIJ;eHKa BeflHtiHHbl JlOKaflbHOrO 3apH,D,a KBa3H'laCTHIJ; 8q[ a T] = 

0,8, xapaKTepH3YID~aH ocna6neHHe HHTerpaJlhHOH CHJlhl cnHH-$flH
nOBbiX HH3K03HepreTH'leCKHX nepeXO,D,OB, H 06CyJK,D,a!VTCH CBH3aHHbie 
C HY!M 3¢$eKTbl. 

Pa6oTa BhlnonHeHa B lla6opaTOpHH TeopeTH'leCKOH ¢H3HKH 
omm. 

IlpenpHHT 06be)lHHeHHOro HHCTHtyta gp;epHb!X HCCJie,D,OBaHHH • .Ily6Ha 1986 

Ershov S.N. et al. E4-86-86 
Analysis of the Neutron Energy Spectra 
from the 208pb (p, n) 208Bi Reaction at Ep = 200 ~leV 

Microscopic calculation of the forward-angle neutron 
energy spectra from the 208Pb (p, n) 208Bi reaction at Ep 
200 MeV are presented. It is shown that the distorted-wave 
impulse approximation (DWIA) and the microscopic theory of 
finite Fermi systems (TFFS) can be employed for describing 
the low-energy excitation region 0 ~-Q ~ 30 MeV with small 
momentum transferred. A quantitative estimate is obtained for 
the local charge of quasiparticles ;8q( a r] = 0.8 that charac 
terizes the quenching of the integral strength of spin-flip 
low-energy transitions and the relevant effects are discussed 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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